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In	
  this	
  lesson	
  students	
  will	
  examine	
  the	
  Hudson	
  River	
  through	
  its	
  
history,	
  geography,	
  and	
  impact	
  on	
  society.	
  Students	
  will	
  use	
  several	
  
different	
  materials	
  that	
  will	
  allow	
  them	
  to	
  discover	
  different	
  
interpretations	
  of	
  the	
  Hudson.	
  	
  

Lesson Plan: The Hudson River
Name/School: Alice Haddon/Ponder Junior High School, Ponder, TX
Course: U.S. History (Prehistory – 1877)
Grade Level: 8th Grade
Rationale: The Hudson River is a central physical feature 8th graders are expected to know
including its influence on the growth of the nation.
Essential Questions:
• What is a river?
• What is an estuary?
• How are rivers important to the growth an area?
• Who was the first European to explore and claim the Hudson River?
Objectives:
(2) History. The student understands the causes of exploration and colonization eras. The
student is expected to:
(A) identify reasons for European exploration and colonization of North
America; and
(B) compare political, economic, religious, and social reasons for the
establishment of the 13 English colonies.
(10) Geography. The student understands the location and characteristics of places and
regions of the United States, past and present. The student is expected to:
(A) locate places and regions of importance in the United States during the 17th,
18th, and 19th centuries;
(C) analyze the effects of physical and human geographic factors on major
historical and contemporary events in the United States.
(11) Geography. The student understands the physical characteristics of North America
and how humans adapted to and modified the environment through the mid-19th century.
The student is expected to:
(A) analyze how physical characteristics of the environment influenced
population distribution, settlement patterns, and economic activities in the United
States during the 17th, 18th, and 19th centuries.

(29) Social studies skills. The student applies critical-thinking skills to organize and use
information acquired through established research methodologies from a variety of valid
sources, including electronic technology. The student is expected to:
(C) organize and interpret information from outlines, reports, databases, and
visuals, including graphs, charts, timelines, and maps;
Materials/Resources:
• 5 maps of Hudson Watershed, laminated
• Roger Panetta’s Definition of a River (Summer 2011)
• Selected excerpts from Robert Juet’s Journal, Sept – Oct 1609
• The following 5 Hudson River works of art laminated:
o Asher B. Durand, Study from Nature: Rocks and Trees, 1836
o Thomas Cole, The Course of Empire: The Savage State, 1836
o Jasper F. Cropsey, Misty Afternoon, 1873
o Thomas Cole, View of the Round Top in the Catskill Mountains, 1827
o Frederic Edwin Church, Scene on Catskill Creek, 1847
• Web Activity Sheet
• Netbooks
• Robert Walter Weir "The landing of Henry Hudson 1608 at Verplanck (Peekskill/N.Y.)",
laminated
Procedures:
1. Introduce the activity by telling students that we will be studying the Hudson River and
its history throughout the year and today we will start with an introduction to the river
and the first Europeans to explore and lay claim to it.
2. The class is divided into 5 groups.
3. Teacher poses the above Essential Questions and asks each student write their answers.
4. Students will share their answers within their group and then each group will be asked to
share their best answers.
5. The teacher reads and discusses Roger Panetta’s definition of a river (Summer 2011)
6. Teacher discusses the importance of rivers in the growth of the nation. Introduce Henry
Hudson and discuss his voyages.
7. Each group will have selected journal entries by Robert Juet, from September – October
1609 and a copy of one of the Hudson River paintings, laminated. The groups will share
their observations within their group.
8. Guided class-wide discussion from observations of journal entries and paintings.
9. Each student will use the Netbooks to answer Hudson River Web Activity.
10. Discuss findings of Web Activity.
11. Pin a Hudson River Watershed maps to the wall and tape the Robert Walter Weir, The
Landing of Henry Hudson 1608 at Verplanck (Peekskill/N.Y.) painting on the map.
Assessment:
• Hudson River Web Activity (Attachment 1)

Name: _________________________________ Class Period: ___________ Date:_________
Hudson River Web Activity
Directions: Using various web resources answer the following questions. Document your
sources.
1. Where does the Hudson River begin?

2. How long is the Hudson River?

3. What is the widest area of the Hudson River?

4. What was Henry Hudson searching for while exploring the Hudson River?

5. How deep is the Hudson River at its deepest point?

6. Where is the deepest point of the Hudson River?

7. What mountain range is near the Hudson River?

8. Who was the first European to explore the area?

9. What nation was he representing?

10. Where does the Hudson River terminate?

Asher B. Durand, Study from Nature: Rocks and Trees, 1836

Thomas Cole, The Course of Empire: The Savage State, 1836

Jasper F. Cropsey, Misty Afternoon, 1873

Thomas Cole, View of the Round Top in the Catskill Mountains, 1827

Frederic Edwin Church, Scene on Catskill Creek, 1847

Robert Walter Weir
The Landing of Henry Hudson 1608 at Verplanck (Peekskill/N.Y.)

Rivers shape the landscape of civilization.

They welcome explorers from the
open seas to safe harbors where new communities are planted. Journeys to the
interior follow the road map of rivers linking coast and plain. In times these
pioneer settlements mature into centers of population and economic exchange, and
into cultural and political capitals.
The centrality of rivers to the process of community building is well documented
and fully appreciated. But far less recognized is the crucial part rivers play in
creating a nation’s identity. They have witnessed the flow of history and are
crowded with memorials to the past. They link rural countryside and urban port.
While rivers look out at the future and recall the past they fully embrace the
present. They link rural countryside and urban port. Creation myths and ancient
deities, folk tales and contemporary stories have sprung from their currents.
Indeed rivers have provided the watermark for history. It is then not surprising that
they are so closely associated with national identity providing citizens and states
with a visual narrative that is recognizable and powerful.
Rivers have attracted writers and painters who imagined them as the embodiment
of cultural values and pathways into the nation’s psyche. They effectively and
persuasively documented the centrality of rivers to the course of history. They
have also been sensitive chroniclers of the changing meanings assigned to rivers in
the evolution of national character.
Roger Panetta
Summer 2011

